2BM SUBJECT ACCESS REPORT TOOL

Handle personal data requests fast and
easy
The GDPR is the new “constitution” of personal data protection. It states
that individuals own the personal data companies register about them –
be it customers, partners, current or former employees. An individual can
always request a copy of all information stored about them leaving the
company with 30 days to comply with the request and deliver the report.
Manually creating a report for extracting all SAP personal data can be very
time-consuming. Here, the 2BM Subject Access Report tool comes to
your rescue. It speeds up the process and delivers a turnkey report with
new and historical data instantly.
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Turnkey Subject Access Report
When an individual asks for a copy of their personal data, it is important to respond quickly.
Although you have 30 days to deliver the report, a swift report delivery shows that you
are a trustworthy partner in control of your data. The 2BM Subject Access Report can be
implemented quickly and is easily adjusted, and all personal data in SAP HCM regardless of
infotypes can be part of the report. The first report can be delivered as soon as the content of
the report is approved. The Subject Access Report tool is based on 2BM’s best practice.
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FEATURES
Instant reporting on personal or sensitive data in SAP
Customer specific templates created in minutes
Custom infotypes included
Customizable subject access report
Subject Access Report can be delivered in Excel or PDF
Continuous update on legislation and best practice included in the license
Execution of Subject Access Requests according to best practice
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BENEFITS
No time-consuming development of Subject Access Reports
Limited implementation time frees up time for key GDPR employees
Low TCO and low implementation costs compared to alternatives to 2BM Subject Access
Report

2BM AS YOUR PARTNER
The 2BM Subject Access Report tool is part of the 2BM GDPR Suite for SAP. The complete
toolset reduces the implementation and operational costs of compliant personal data
administration. The analytical tools create an overview of the personal data and identify where
the data is stored, and the operational tools help you carry out the tasks identified by the
analytical reports.
All the tools are fast and easy to implement, and they are continuously developed using the
insight from data protection agencies as well as our customers. With a long track record for
developing IT tools, we have created a tool suite that puts you on the fast track to GDPR
compliance.
GET STARTED
Book a 1-hour introductory meeting or visit us at 2bm.com/2bm-subject-access-report/

2BM A/S is a leading SAP IT, consulting and development company that brings tomorrow’s technology into today’s
business practices. In 2000, the company was founded with a purpose to support forward-thinking and quality-conscious
companies and organizations with a focus on delivering optimized business value across technologies, platforms and
products. The mission remains: to streamline the way companies do business, thereby energizing THE FUTURE @ WORK. We
create the future workplace.

